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HIGH-END
PROTECTION
SOLUTIONS

Over
30 Years

of experience

All across the globe, Plasan protects military, police and other personnel with its armored vehicles
and advanced technology.
Our products endure the trials of combat and, along the way, we translate front line feedback into
improved designs and better solutions. Multidisciplinary teams at Plasan, comprised of experienced
engineers, armor and weapons system specialists, ergonomics experts and other professionals,
harness their extensive expertise, experience and the latest technological innovations to produce
the most advanced armor and survivability solutions in the world.
Whether it’s for defense, homeland security, or commercial usage, Plasan is the leader in the design,
development and integration of advanced armored protection systems for all types of wheeled and
tracked vehicles. Our survivability and armor solutions meet and exceed customer requirements and
are ideally suited to a variety of missions, enabling the right mix of protection, firepower, agility and
maneuverability.

HIGH-END PROTECTION
SOLUTIONS

UNIQUE IN-HOUSE EXPERIENCE
AND FACILITIES

Plasan designs, develops, manufactures and integrates
comprehensive vehicle protection systems that offer
tactical superiority for even the most challenging
missions. With three decades of experience and
over 32,000 platforms across the globe fitted
with our protection solutions, Plasan has a unique
understanding of the challenges found on the modern
battlefield. We translate operational needs into highend protection solutions.

Plasan’s expertise in automotive components,
protection and system integration provides a solid
foundation for its ability to serve as a one-stop shop
for its clients. It offers a wide range of advanced inhouse skills and facilities, and it is one of the few
companies in the market with R&D, design, simulation,
ballistics and blast facilities and laboratories, as well
as manufacturing capabilities, all under one roof.

With a comprehensive and creative approach to
vehicle protection and armored vehicles, and the
ability to provide customized solutions for a wide
variety of missions, Plasan’s expertise in engineering,
manufacturing, and system integration has been a
major differentiator for our customers and partners.
The company offers comprehensive solutions for the
optimal balance of performance, survivability and
safety.

The broad range of capabilities offered by Plasan
significantly lowers development and manufacturing
costs, while offering fast delivery of solutions, which
can be a major advantage for defense and security
missions.

Over
32,000

vehicles fitted
worldwide

TRIPLE POWER EXPERTISE
MATERIALS & AUTOMOTIVE
COMPONENTS
One of the main challenges faced by forces in today’s
battlefield is maintaining high maneuverability and
agility for urban and asymmetric combat, while
providing a high level of protection to vehicles and
the personnel they carry. Plasan has smart composite
vehicle architectures and production techniques
that reduce the total weight and revolutionize the
design and manufacture of armored vehicles and
protection systems. Our accumulated knowledge in
the automotive industry, combined with expertise
in advanced materials, offers customers optimal
solutions, which allow them to master even the most
challenging of missions.

SURVIVABILITY & PROTECTION
Plasan’s engineers are unique in terms of their military
backgrounds and hands-on experience. They bring
to the product design process perceptive insight into
soldier needs in combat, which are then translated
into hundreds of design and production decisions.
Working with Plasan, you benefit from advanced
protection solutions that do more than just protect
personnel. To contribute to battle preparedness
and readiness, our solutions are comfortable and
ergonomic, and, most importantly, they significantly
contribute to survivability.

Our vehicle protection solutions are creative in
nature, too, offering the optimal combination of
materials and systems, so that soldiers and vehicles
are equipped in the best way possible to successfully
complete their missions.

SYSTEM INTEGRATION
Plasan creates its infrastructure for advanced
vehicle system integration based on a perspective
of a single vehicle, and at the same time, of an
entire fleet of vehicles.
The integration of advanced technological systems
and sophisticated modules, which are embedded
within the vehicle infrastructure, significantly
upgrades the vehicle’s operational capabilities.
The systems and modules enhance operational
flexibility in a wide range of scenarios and support
easy adaptation to a dynamic environment.
Each vehicle is equipped with an intuitive, user
friendly ‘control panel’ to easily manage a variety
of communication and command & control
systems, which support the efficient execution
of a variety of defense and homeland security
missions.

MARKETS
WE SERVE
DEFENSE & HOMELAND
SECURITY
Plasan helps create a safer team-centric vehicle
environment for defense and homeland security
missions. It has partnered with leading brands
in the industry to equip customers with optimal
vehicle solutions, offering mission adaptability and
an exceptional performance level, combined with
advanced personnel and vehicle protection.
As battlefield and homeland security situations pose
increasingly difficult challenges, Plasan continuously
develops smart solutions that match the threat levels
and complex demands of modern warfare in an agile
and cost-effective way.

COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
Plasan has established global leadership in base
solutions and composite base solutions for vehicles
intended for defense and HLS missions. Leveraging its
expertise, Plasan is developing lightweight composite
materials for the commercial vehicle market.
As experts in materials, Plasan identifies how to best
take advantage of the superior material properties
of carbon fiber to achieve weight reduction, design
adaptability and manufacturing flexibility.

VEHICLE
PROTECTION,
SURVIVABILITY
AND SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
Plasan’s solutions span a variety of personnel survivability, vehicle protection and system integration
solutions that, together, form a comprehensive offering to our customers. Solutions include:

BLAST & IED PROTECTION

RPG PROTECTION

Plasan’s blast protection solutions for armored
vehicles are designed to protect against a variety
of threats, such as landmine and IED (Improvised
Explosive Device) blasts. The solutions developed
by the company protect the vehicle and, thanks to
several layers of additional protection, also provide
optimized survivability for personnel.

Plasan offers a variety of RPG (Rocket-propelled
grenade) protection solutions made of lightweight,
flexible steel and composite materials that offer high
survivability for crew members and for the vehicle hull.

BALLISTIC PROTECTION
We provide lightweight, cost effective protection
against all levels of ballistic threats, up to STANAG levels
5 and 6, as well as against fragmentation and spalls. We
design composite armor solutions customized to meet
with specific customer requirements that include threat
levels, weight and cost. Spall liners within the armored
vehicle absorb the impact associated with blast and
spall, thereby increasing survivability of personnel.
Made of lightweight composite materials, Plasan’s
spall liners preserve the vehicle’s maneuverability and
functionality, and they can be quickly and easily fitted
in the field.

KITTED-HULL
Plasan prides itself on the weld-free assembly of its
kitted- hull, with its straightforward bolted & bonded
armored panels. The result is high-level protection at
low operating costs, without the restrictive design
and reduced performance that are typical of most
armoring alternatives.

Additional armor against RPGs is available, which is
equipped with an advanced neutralization mechanism
designed for maximum protection and light weight.
It can be easily mounted onto any hull or existing
platform or structure.

ARMORED
VEHICLES
SANDCAT
FLEXIBLE AND ROBUST
SandCat, Plasan’s family of 4X4 armored vehicles,
offers the flexibility and robustness essential for every
defense and security mission. While providing highend protection, SandCat maintains its maneuverability
and agility, even when equipped with surveillance and
communications systems.
The SandCat family has been designed to effectively
deal with a wide range of challenges and missions
undertaken by law enforcement and special forces,

as well missions related to homeland security, border
patrol and armed conflicts.

HIGH IN PROTECTION.
LIGHT IN WEIGHT
A unique kitted hull places SandCat in a class of its
own. Lightweight composite materials and unique
cabin design features ensure added protection, which
does not come at the expense of added vehicle weight
or reduced performance.

GUARDER ARMORED CARRIER
ONE VEHICLE. MULTIPLE MISSIONS
The Guarder armored carrier is a high performance
4X4 armored vehicle designed for a variety of
missions, including those in the toughest of
environmental conditions. Created with high
modularity and total flexibility in mind, it is ideally
suited for use by military, peacekeeping, homeland
security, border patrol, SWAT and police forces in a
wide variety of uses and missions:

Armored troop carrier – carries 24 soldiers
Mobile command and control vehicle
Urban and rural police operations, including
crowd control and riot prevention
Homeland security and SWAT operations
Surveillance vehicle for borders and remote areas
Anti-terrorism and organized crime activities
Bomb Disposal Response Vehicle

COMMERCIAL
PLASAN CARBON COMPOSITE
LEADING THE INDUSTRY PARADIGM
SHIFT FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE
INDUSTRY – 40K CARS PER YEAR
Established in 2006, located in Walker, Michigan,
Plasan Carbon Composites (PCC) is a privately held
manufacturing company and the leading supplier
of carbon fiber parts and assemblies in the North
America. We specialize in the production of Class
A and structural parts. Our customers are North
American Original Equipment Manufacturers and
Tier-1s that need light weight product solutions.
PCC’s primary differentiator is a capability to work
with our customer’s product design teams to optimize
product value and in our innovative approach to
manufacture carbon fiber parts in high volumes.

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES:
260,000 square feet of production space in two
facilities designed to cut carbon fiber rolled material,
form carbon fiber parts, machine formed parts to
assembly specifications, bond subassemblies for
structural integrity, prime or clear coat bonded
parts and mechanically finish products to a surface
quality that meets customer specifications. The

Walker facility also includes quality measurement
capabilities such as CMM, Faro digital imaging
and a variety of product specific gauges. The core
competencies that make up the PCC organization
are: strong Engineering group with understanding
in composite materials, automotive assembly and
finish processes, Supply-Chain Management and
Organization Development support by Lean culture
and IATF 16949 Operating Structure.
Finally, we believe that our most important asset is
our people who are being empowered across the
PCC organization.

TORTECH NANO FIBERS
INNOVATIVE ULTRA-LONG CARBON
NANOTUBES
Tortech Nano Fibers was founded in 2010 as a
joint venture between Plasan Sasa Ltd (Israel)
and Q-Flo Ltd (UK), a spin-off from Cambridge
University, UK. Using the core technology for the
production of carbon nanotubes developed at
Q-Flo, Tortech is developing a patented process
for the manufacture of ultra-long CNT mats
non-woven for a wide range of commercial and
defense applications.

SUBSIDIARIES

FRANCE
USA

ISRAEL

PLASAN NORTH AMERICA

PLASAN CARBON COMPOSITES

Plasan North America, Inc. offers composite structures
and composite armor solutions for survivability
systems for a broad range of military and industrial
applications.

Dedicated to automotive carbon fiber, Plasan Carbon
Composites is the leading Tier-1 supplier of carbon
fiber parts and assemblies in the United States. The
company specializes in the production of Class A
and structural parts for mid-volume production car.

These unique composite technologies can be found
in MRAP (Mine Resistant Ambush Protected) and
other tracked and wheeled vehicles, in missile and
rocket launch canisters, in storage containers, in naval
structural and safety components, and in aerospace
system structures and control surfaces.

AMEFO
Based in Chambilly, France, AMEFO provides High
Hard Steel (HHS) hulls, protection systems for the
defense market, and high-tech welding and machining.

TORTECH NANO FIBERS
Tortech’s CNT mats non-woven offer a combination
of unique properties such as high electrical and
thermal conductivity, excellent EMI shielding,
combined with low weight and chemical durability.
They are easy to work with, making them ideal
for a wide range of exciting new applications in
the aerospace, energy, water tech and defense
industries.

SYSTEMS

INTEGRATION

AUTOMOTIVE

THE PLASAN
DIFFERENCE

MULTI-LAYERED KNOW-HOW
Leveraging the accumulated expertise of its
personnel and accumulated commercial experience,
Plasan offers the highest skill set in a variety of
disciplines: materials and design, engineering,
systems integration, simulation, ergonomics, testing,
implementation and more.

SURVIVABILITY

MORE THAN
32,000 PLATFORMS
FIELDED IN OVER
20 COUNTRIES.
OVER 5 CONTINENTS

FIELD-PROVEN SOLUTIONS

CREATIVE APPROACH

Bringing the experience gained over 30 years and
32,000 fitted vehicles globally, our team members
offer vast knowledge in defense and battlefield tactics.

Approaching each project with an ‘out of the box’
attitude, Plasan is known for its ability to offer creative
solutions to highly complex project demands.

This in-house know how enables us to offer solutions
to match the threat levels and complex demands of
warfare in an agile and cost-effective way.

This approach facilitates ‘always on’ mission readiness
for defense and security forces in need of immediate
armor solutions.

AUTOMOTIVE

SYSTEMS

INTEGRATION

PLASAN UNIQUE
TRIPLE POWER
EXPERTISE
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* This document gives only a general description of the Plasan product(s) or services, Plasan expressly disclaims any liability arising
from any information contained in this data sheet.
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